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AbstractAbstract

Several aspects of mixing due to the  Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instabilityare investigated.

Analysis of 3D multimode simulations using the PPM code [D.H. Porter and P.R.
Woodward, Astrophys. J. Suppl. 93, 309 (1994), and references therein.] show that
there are regions of the parameter space of the initial conditions in which the growth
rate is independent of variations in the initial conditions. The simulated growth rates
are found to increase as the Navier -Stokes viscosity is increased. It is investigated
whether this couterintuitive result is due to the suppression of material mixing at the
molecular level for larger  viscosities.

Analyses of two RT experiments, one in which water is accelerated by a compressed
gas (E.E. Meshkov and N.V. Nevmerzhitsky, Proc. 3 rd Int. Wkshp. on the Physics of
Compressible Turbulent Mixing, 1991) and one in which an interface between gases
of different density is  decellerated in the post-shock region of a shock in an
electromagnetic shock tube (A.M. Vasilenko et al., ibid.), are presented. Direct
compressibility effects on the RT growth are shown to be negligible in the former.
Various effects of the expansion of the gases in the region of the interface on the RT
growth rates are investigated for the latter experiment, both analytically and with 1D
simulations. These effects are found to be insufficient to reconcile the growth rates
observed in the Vasilenko et al. experiments with some other experimental and
simulation results.





High-Resolution 3D PPM simulations of Rayleigh-
Taylor instability give the following results.
High-Resolution 3D PPM simulations of Rayleigh-
Taylor instability give the following results.

• Lower growth rates (α ) than experiments and many other
simulations.

•  α increases with Navier-Stokes viscosity ν.

•  α is insensitive to changes in system size and spatial scale of
initial perturbations.

• There appears to be a single large scale of the evolution; i.e.,

– amplitudes from concentration thresholds and profile overlap,
and perpendicular integral correlation length scales agree for
most cases.

• Cases with very different a have very similar atomic mix fraction
profiles.

























PPM simulations of RT
show a single large scale.
PPM simulations of RT
show a single large scale.

• In RT studies, the large scales commonly diagnosed are measures
of the vertical scale, e.g.,
– amplitudes from threshold concentration levels,

– integral measures of overlap of concentration profiles.

• In much of fluid dynamics “integral” correlation length scales are
used.
– Integral scales measured at the position the interface would have in the

absence of RT instability provide measures of the transverse scale.

• In high resolution 3D multimode PPM simulations of RT, these scales
usually maintain a proportionality  with ratios independent of time.









Cases with very different αααα show very
similar atomic mix fraction profiles.

• PPM and Rg=6.5 have
similar mix fraction profiles,
different α (αb=0.013, 0.018).

• Rg=2.3 has slightly lower
mix fraction, highest α
(αb=0. 028).



Summary of Results From  High Resolution 3D PPM
Simulations of Rayleigh-Taylor Instability Evolution
Summary of Results From  High Resolution 3D PPM
Simulations of Rayleigh-Taylor Instability Evolution

• Lower growth rates (α ) than experiments and many other simulations.

•  α increases with Navier-Stokes viscosity ν.

•  α is insensitive to changes in system size and spatial scale of initial
perturbations.

• There appears to be a single large scale of the evolution; i.e.,
– amplitudes from concentration thresholds and profile overlap, and

perpendicular integral correlation length scales agree for most cases.

• Cases with very different α have very similar atomic mix fraction profiles.

• Demonstrated that simulations are in a regime where compressibility is
negligible.





The results shown in the Meshkov-Nevmerzhitsky
`91 IWPCTM paper do not demonstrate a systematic
increase in αααα due to compressibility.

The results shown in the Meshkov-Nevmerzhitsky
`91 IWPCTM paper do not demonstrate a systematic
increase in αααα due to compressibility.

• Data shown for expts #422 and #446.

• Different curve fitting to #422 data can revise αb down
slightly from 0.128 to ≈0.1.

•  αb for #446 has large uncertainty.

• Compressibility effects are highest, but negligible, in #422.





Compressibility is negligible in Meshkov -
Nevmerzhitsky experiment #422.
Compressibility is negligible in Meshkov -
Nevmerzhitsky experiment #422.

• Subsonic
– Mbubbles≤ 0.04, Mspikes≤ 0.13.

• Bubble expansion due to change in relative pressure small
–  δlexp/l ≤ 0.03 for isolated bubble

–  δlexp/l negligible for open-cell bubble structure

• Change in drag due to bubble expansion results in < 2%
change in bubble height.



Conclusions on Meshkov -
Nevmerzhitsky Experiments
Conclusions on Meshkov -
Nevmerzhitsky Experiments

• Expt. #422 has higher αb than experiments by Read and by
Dimonte and Schneider (but has higher density ratio).

• Difference not explained by compressibility
– more likely connected with initial conditions.

• For the other experiments, αb is highly uncertain (e.g.,
#446) or data is insufficient to demonstrate a trend.



The experiments of Vasilenko et al. were reexamined
because αααα ’s were found that were much larger than in
other experiments and simulations.

The experiments of Vasilenko et al. were reexamined
because αααα ’s were found that were much larger than in
other experiments and simulations.

• Miscible (gas) Rayleigh-Taylor experiment

• Sc (≡ν/D) = O(1) (>>1 for liquids)

• W = αAgt2 ; (α = αbubble+ αspike)

•  α = 0.29 - 0.34, (for ρ2/ρ1 = 1.4 - 20)

•  Conflict with other data:
– experiment: αbubble ≈ 0.06, αspike / αbubble ≈ 1+A

– simulation: αbubble ≈ 0.02 - 0.06





Expansion behind the shock front does not
directly account for differences in αααα.
Expansion behind the shock front does not
directly account for differences in αααα.

• A<<1 - analytical estimate of expansion effect using 1D Sedov
wave based model

• General  A : 1D HAMR computations show that propagation of a
Sedov wave through light-heavy-light gases can be modeled as a
shift  in origin of Sedov wave.

– Same analysis applies for bounds on expansion effect.

• Analysis by Zhou and Dimits (Zhou et. al, this meeting) finds that
experiments do not reach turbulence transition.

– Expect significant influence of initial conditions.



Effect of expansion on layer width for A<<1

• Approximate shock/rarefaction as 1D  Sedov wave.

• u≈u0ξ/ξ0  ;  ξ≡r[ρ0/(Ε t2)]1/(2+d)  (supported by 1D simulations); r0(t)≡
shock position; u0≅  CVs ; C≅  (γ−1)/(γ+1) ; Vs≡ shock speed.

• Then u ≈ 2C/(2+d)(r/t)  for 0 ≤ r ≤ r0

• Define r1(t) ≡ Lagrangian trajectory of fluid element that coincides
with shock at t= t1   [i.e.,r1(t1) = r0(t1)].

• Then r1(t)/r0(t1) = (t/ t1) 2C/(2+d)



Effect of expansion for A<<1

• Define decceleration path:
– Ra(t)≡ u0 .(t- t1)-[r1(t) - r1(t1)].

• Suppose layer width h≈α Ra(t).

• Contribution of expansion to h’ is h’exp=h ∂u/ ∂r.

• Then h’exp /h’ obtainable analytically.



RT growth enhancement by
expansion is less than ≈≈≈≈1.3

• h’exp /h’ ≤ 0.2 ⇒  less than factor 1.3
direct enhancement of layer width
by expansion.

• Indirect effects? - need 2D or 3D
simulation.







Summary an Conclusions Concerning
Experiments by Vasilenko et al.

Summary an Conclusions Concerning
Experiments by Vasilenko et al.

• Expansion behind the shock front does not account for differences
in α between Vasilenko et al. experiments and other results.

• Estimated effect of expansion on α using a 1D Sedov-wave based
model, valid for A<<1.

• 1D HAMR computations support the extension and application of
this model to cases where A<<1 does not hold.

• Turbulence-transition analysis by Zhou and Dimits (Zhou et al.,
this meeting) suggests  a significant influence of initial conditions
on α as a possible explanation of the discrepancy.


